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FABRIC REQUIREMENTS
SKU

Quantity

1923/B Abstract Flower blue
1923/N Abstract Flower pink
1924/B Dotty Daisy blue
1924/P Dotty Daisy pink
1925/T Petals turquoise
1926/B Flower Spot black
1926/N Flower Spot orange
1926/Q Flower Spot cream
1927/P Flame Stripe
1928/N Swirly Whirly orange
1928/Y Swirly Whirly yellow
1929/P Dashes pink
1929/T Dashes turquoise
1929/Y Dashes yellow
1930/X Curves (background)

25cms / ¼ yd
25cms / ¼ yd
25cms / ¼ yd
15cms / ⅛ yd
35cms / ⅜ yd
25cms / ¼ yd
25cms / ¼ yd
25cms / ¼ yd
15cms / ⅛ yd
25cms / ¼ yd
15cms / ⅛ yd
15cms / ⅛ yd
25cms / ¼ yd
25cms / ¼ yd
3m / 3⅓ yds

1930/X Curves (Binding and
Backing)

Cutting Instructions

Two 3½” Strips x WOF
Two 3½” Strips x WOF
Two 3½” Strips x WOF
One 3½” Strip x WOF
Three 3½” Strips x WOF
Two 3½” Strips x WOF
Two 3½” Strips x WOF
Two 3½” Strips x WOF
One 3½” Strip x WOF
Two 3½” Strips x WOF
One 3½” Strip x WOF
One 3½” Strip x WOF
Two 3½” Strips x WOF
Two 3½” Strips x WOF
Twenty Four 3½” Strip x WOF
Six 2” strips x WOF (borders)
3.50m / 3⅞ yds (Binding) six strips at 2” x WOF

Cut Triangles*
18
26
24
8
32
28
24
26
8
22
10
8
20
16
74 **

* Cut all your triangle shapes using the template provided. First cut strips at 3 ½” (which is the
height of the template) x WOF. Place the template on the strip ensuring the bottom edge is aligned
with the edge of the strip. Cut out the first triangle and then turn the template the other way up to
cut the next one. Continue to cut pieces in this way until you have the number required. It will save
time if you have each strip folded in half so you cut two pieces at a time.
**Excess remaining is used as plain strips to fill the backcround.
Notes:
•
•
•
•
•

Read the pattern in full before starting.
¼” seams are used throughout except where stated otherwise.
Press after each seam, pressing seams open or to one side as preferred.
WOF = width of fabric – a strip of fabric cut from selvedge to selvedge.
Make sure to visit http://www.makoweruk.com/projects/ to ensure you are working from the
most up-to-date version of the pattern.

Sewing the triangles together
The quilt is pieced by sewing together the triangles, in strips, to form the central design. Plain strips
are added to the ends to complete the background space.
As you sew each strip, press all the seams carefully in the same direction as you go. It is helpful
to have an iron set up next to you as you sew, so you can save time. Alternatively, you can finger
press each seam flat and then iron the whole strip well once it is complete.
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When sewing the triangles, be aware of the angle you are sewing. They will be offset slightly. The
corners will extend out at each end. Fig 1
Once each new triangle has been attached and ironed, trim off the excess. This will keep your quilt
from having unnecessary bulk in the seams and make it easier to attach the next piece. Fig 2
Trim the next piece in the same way and continue to the end of the strip. Fig 3

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3

Building the design
Sew the middle row first and work your way out. This will be the first strip…

Start at the centre (1930/X) and work outwards. When you get to the end with the yellow triangle
(1928/Y) you will need to add a half triangle. Use the half template to cut this. You will need to take
note of the angle of the edge of the triangle and be sure you are cutting the right shape. At the
other end of the strip (1926/N) add a length of the plain strip (1930/X). Again, you will need to make
sure you cut the end of the strip to the correct angle at one end, to match with the angle of the
triangle. It will need to be approx. 6-7” in length. It doesn’t need to be cut exactly to size as all the
plain strips of background will be trimmed to size once the quilt is finished so it just needs to be big
enough at this stage. The next strip to be pieced will be the mirror of this one (see below).

Once this one is complete, add a single half triangle and a length of plain background strip at each
end as you did previously. Now join the two strips together. Pin in place first and take the time to
match up the triangle points as you go. Once joined, iron the seam open. Finger press the seam
before ironing. This allows you to inspect your points as you go and adjust anything that isn’t sitting
well.

Continue to add strips in this way until the design is completed. Use the cover image to tell you
which order to piece each strip .
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The lengths of plain background strips you add at each end will increase with each strip added.

Neatening the edges
Once you have finished piecing the design you will need to trim the excess off at the sides. It is
important that you do this straight. Fold the quilt in half down the centre. Match up the 2 yellow side
triangles to ensure it is folded accurately. Now pin in place to hold it. Measure 33 ¾” from the
centre to the edge of the quilt in a few places and mark with a pin. Now cut a straight line, following
the pins, to remove all the excess bits of background. Check that 33 ¾” is the right measurement
for your quilt. It should be the length from the centre to the edge of one of the half triangles
including a ¼” seam allowance.
Adding a border
Join the six 2” border strips all together end to end to form one long strip. Press all the seams
open. Starting on one edge of the quilt attach the border strip using ¼” seam. Trim off the excess
and iron the seam towards the border. Now do the same for the opposite edge and then the
remaining two edges.
Quilting
Make a quilt sandwich, basting together the quilt back, the wadding and the quilt top. Quilt in a
diamond shape following the lines created in the design. Start by quilting in the ditch around the
diamond formed in the very centre. Then echo this line just over 1” further out. Continue to quilt in
this way throughout the whole central design and in to the background.

Use co-ordinating threads and vary the colours from line to line. Gutermann shades turquoise
6745, mustard 956, pink 5969, yellow 1576 and grey 5104 were used in the sample quilt.
Binding
Join the six 2” binding strips end to end to form one long strip. Fold in half along the whole length
with WS together and iron well. Attach this to the outside of the quilt on the RS using a ¼” seam.
Fold over the folded edge of the binding to the WS of the quilt and secure in place with a slip stitch
all the way round the edge, taking care to mitre the corners.
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3½”

scale box
1” x 1”

3½”
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1922/B Large Floral

1922/Q Large Floral

1923/N Abstract Flower

1926/Q Flower Spot

1926/N Flower Spot

1923/B Abstract Flower

1929/Y Dashes

1924/P Dotty Daisy

1924/B Dotty Daisy

1926/B Flower Spot

1929/T Dashes

1928/N Swirly Whirly

1928/Y Swirly Whirly

1929/P Dashes

1925/Q Petals

1925/T Petals

1927/P Flame Stripe

1927/B Flame Stripe

1930/X Curves
ALL DESIGNS 50% OF ACTUAL SIZE

1930/Q Curves
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